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Abstract

Leading companies in surveillance have proposed their
own integrated frameworks, specially focusing on reliability, extendibility, and scalability aspects. For example, IBM
S3 [1] is an open and extensible framework for performing real-time event analysis. New detection capabilities
can be included by adding plug-ins to the low level system (SSE - Smart Surveillance Engine), while all the fusion
tasks are provided at the high level (MILS - Middleware
for Large Scale Surveillance). Object detection, tracking,
and classification are basic SSE technologies. Alert and
abnormal event detection activities are instead performed
at the MILS level. Similarly, ObjectVideo proposed the
VEW system [2], developed starting from the prototype
made under the VSAM (Video Surveillance And Monitoring) program [3]. Sarnoff Corporation proposed a fully integrated system called Sentient Environment, that can detect and track multiple humans over a wide area using a
network of stereo cameras. Each stereo camera works independently proving detection and tracking capabilities, while
data fusion is provided by means of a Multi-camera tracker
(McTracker) which stores the extracted information on a
databased for further query and analysis tasks.
Differently from these commercial frameworks, research
laboratories need open and flexible platforms for analyzing,
comparing and composing different algorithms and techniques. In addition more algorithms facing the same problem should be implemented for comparison and test. Reconfigurability and flexibility are more important than reliability and scalability aspects.
For this reason, research oriented frameworks often prefer to adopt and expand available software libraries such as
OpenCV or Matlab toolboxes. These libs do not contain
any facility for module composition and for multiple camera integration and no assumption refers to hardware or system architecture. Instead, we believe that a fruitful research
needs an hardware and software infrastructure, flexible to
test algorithms and approaches also well designed in their
architectural and software engineering aspects to define and
develop different platforms for different projects, allowing
a reuse ans a fully exploitation of the knowledge.

Surveillance of wide areas with several connected cameras integrated in the same automatic system is no more
a chimera, but modular, scalable and flexible architectures
are mandatory to manage them. This paper points out the
main issues on the development of distributed surveillance
systems and proposes an integrated framework particularly
suitable for research purposes. As first, exploiting a computer architecture analogy, a three layer tracking system is
proposed, which copes with the integration of both overlapping and non overlapping cameras. Then, a static service oriented architecture is adopted to collect and manage the plethora of high level modules, such as face detection and recognition, posture and action classification, and
so on. Finally, the overall architecture is controlled by an
event driven communication infrastructure, which assures
the scalability and the flexibility of the system.

1. Introduction
The explosion of requests of intelligent surveillance systems for different scenarios such as people monitoring in
public areas, smart homes, urban traffic control, mobile application, and identity assessment for security and safety,
leads research activity to explore many different dimensions in terms of both architectural issues and algorithms for
scene recognition and interpretation. Thus, many synergic
fields spanning from hardware embedded systems, sensor
networks, computer architecture in one side and image processing, computer vision, pattern recognition in the other
side are tightly integrated to cope with real-time surveillance applications.
A real world surveillance application, in fact, usually requires a good integration and replication of a large plethora
of modules: integration in order to face compound problems
and replication to manage more than one video source at the
same time. Architectural and development issues must be
accounted and are crucial for distributed camera systems.
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Thus, in this paper we present an overview of the design aspects of system architecture and computer-based algorithms for multi-camera, distributed camera and heterogeneous sensor based surveillance systems, with specific regards to the problem of people surveillance.

step, dependent on the surveillance application. New
generations of smart surveillance systems must integrate a final step of high level reasoning to assess the
situation, and infer possible dangerous or interesting
behaviors, action or events.

2. Single, Multi and Distributed Camera Systems

• [Data fusion]: the task of fusing information coming
from different sensor sources to provide better detection and tracking, or to enlarge and enrich the recognition and understanding. The natural evolution of standard surveillance systems goes in the direction of enlarging the data availability using more cameras in parallel and consequently more processing modules for
providing the previously discussed steps. In all these
situations, data fusion is mandatory.

Typical video surveillance systems consist at least of a
single camera, connected with an embedded or general purpose computer with local or remote storage, display resources and related computer vision software. Independently from the application, some surveillance tasks are almost unavoidable, although their execution order and their
mutual feedback can be designed in different ways, accordingly with the architecture of the system and the peculiarities of the application itself. For instance, some systems
identify moving objects and then classify them to select
only useful targets (e.g., vehicles or people); others, instead,
provide target detection at the beginning and then they track
selected objects only. A part from some initial image enhancement and image processing steps, in any surveillance
system we can identify the following steps, even if their order can be different.
• Detection: the task of exploiting space coherence to
extract area of interest typically at image segmentation level. In stationary camera it is always provided
by background suppression, while in more general scenarios with moving cameras or without a reference image, segmentation according with motion fields, color,
texture and so on have been adopted. Since the surveillance system detects and can be interested on vehicles,
animals in addition to people, hereinafter we more
generally refer to them with the term moving object.
• Tracking: the task of exploiting time coherency to
follow the same object along the time and the space.
The dichotomy of tracking-by-detection or detectionby-tracking is still open [4]. When detection is easily provided in stationary camera, appearance-based
tracking models working at pixel level are preferable
(e.g., [5, 6]). However, a complete survey on the topic
was provided by Yilmaz et el. [7].
• Recognition: the task of exploiting model coherency
to provide object identification and classification. This
problem was initially underestimated in surveillance
since the type of objects was often pre-defined given
the application (e.g. vehicles in road or people in an
office) but it is mandatory in real scenarios.
• Understanding: the task of exploiting models to recognize actions, events and behaviors. This is the final

2.1. A three layer data fusion
By means of the previously defined steps, each single
camera processing (SCP) aims at generating and updating
a set of tracks. We call single camera track (or just track)
[8] the logical entity which represents a moving object inside the field of view of one camera. The track should be
consistently maintained and updated during all the time is
visible. The object’s current appearance and position, as
well as its history, are stored inside the track state.
When more than one single camera processing is active
at the same time, more knowledge about the scene can be
obtained from the combination of the single outputs. For
example, instead of simply merging the outputs, obtaining
a collection of tracks coming from different points of view,
we can take care of identifying when multiple tracks refer to
the same object. This task is called Consistent Labeling [9]
and can be performed by means of geometrical and/or visual information [10]. The choice of the consistent labeling
technique is stiffly related to the camera set up. In particular,
if the fields of view of two or more cameras are overlapping,
geometrical constraints can be used and a strong interaction
among the involved single camera environments is required
to fully exploit the time interval during which the same object goes through the overlapping zone and it is contemporaneously visible by all the cameras. We call multi-camera
processing (MCP) the processing system devoted to control an overlapping set of cameras and which produces a
set of multi-camera tracks (mtracks). Mtracks shall have a
one-to-one correspondence with real observed objects and
embed information coming from all their different views
(cameras).
A weaker synchronization is required, instead, when the
consistent labeling is performed among non overlapping
cameras or when we are trying to re-identify the same object once it comes back to the scene after a while. In such
a situation, this task is operated by a distributed camera
processing (DCP) system.

Figure 1. SOA-EDA research platform

Summarizing, the overall surveillance tracking system
can be seen as a set of clusters of overlapping cameras.
Each node consists of a single camera processing, embedding the traditional single view stack of tasks. Inside each
cluster, a strong interaction among nodes guarantee the consistent labeling by means of geometrical and appearance
constraints. Information coming from each cluster are then
merged and managed by an higher level processing. The resulting framework is a three-layer architecture as depicted
in the top-most part of Fig.1.

2.2. Multi-camera and distributed camera systems:
a computer architecture analogy
Multi and distributed camera systems have a strong analogy with parallel computer architectures.
Multi-camera (or multi-view) systems are composed by
many processes concurrently working on their own local
memory data and must be synchronized to produce a shared
visual data used by higher level processes, in a producerconsumer paradigm. This model has a direct correspondence with the shared-memory architecture model (multiprocessor or multicore), and inherits all the characteristics and requirements well known in tightly coupled multiprocessors. Low Level processes, viewed as threads working on the same processor or on different cores, execute initial steps of surveillance and reconstruct a shared scene and
shared visual data where higher level processes can work.
There are the same pros and cons of shared memory architecture: basically, by having all data in a shared space,

higher level threads can exploit all information at pixel level
or in an intermediate level (e.g. the moving blobs). On the
other hand, the architecture is less scalable and the capability is bounded by the capacity of the system to work in a
multi-thread fashion with many parallel streams.
Distributed Surveillance Systems are based on multiple
camera and processing modules, without the need of overlapping field of views to fuse surveillance data and information in an enlarged surveillance space. They are constituted of fixed, moving, PTZ cameras connected in a looselycoupled architecture. This architecture is potentially more
flexible since the nodes can have a more or less powerful
processing capability. A node can be either a smart camera
or a classical single stationary surveillance system, either
a multi-camera system with a possibly infinite scalability.
Moreover, heterogeneous sensors can be also easily integrated. Here the challenges are similar to the ones of parallel distributed architectures, and the most profitable tradeoff between local and remote computation should be defined. In addition to the computational power, the network
bandwidth may be the obvious bottlenecks of the system,
so that normally the exchanged messages regard high level
knowledge only (e.g., a people ID or textual data) and, only
if necessary, the complete pixel-level data.
Algorithms for distributed environments are different to
multi-camera ones: for instance the problem of maintaining the same identity of the individual along the time, previously called consistent labeling, here is normally named
re-identification and is typically addressed with similarity
search as in the multimedia retrieval.

3. Design issues for surveillance systems
In addition to the tracking, a complete surveillance system should include several high-level modules coping the
recognition and understanding points. Face detection, face
recognition, action analysis, event detection, and so on
are some examples of functionalities of automatic people
surveillance systems. Other modules can be added depending on the application and/or the research environment.
Some of these tasks should or can be performed on a subset of the installed cameras only, or with a particular time
schedule. Moreover, the same task (e.g., face detection) can
be carried on using different techniques. A wide surveillance system should be able to take into account all these requirements. To this aim, we propose a Service-Oriented Architecture to model each system functionality, with an Event
Driven communication schema supporting this plethora of
services.

3.1. Static Service Oriented Architecture
As proposed by Detmold et al[11], a Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA) approach [12] can be efficiently used

for distributed video surveillance systems. Similarly to
[11], we have implemented each high-level functionality as
an individual and isolated service, even if no standard description languages have been adopted to define the services
and the orchestration, using a static SOA approach [13, 14].
Static SOA environments are similar to traditional systems,
in which “services” acts similarly to “components”. In addition, dynamic composition is possible (at run-time it is possible to configure the set of working services), but dynamic
discovery is limited to a predefined service pool. Surveillance services comprise unassociated, loosely coupled units
of functionality that have no calls to each other embedded in
them. The main goal is the reconfigurability of the system,
leading to low marginal costs of creating the n-th application.

3.2. Event Driven communication Architecture
The modular architecture described in section 3.1 has
been developed to keep each module isolated from the others. Anyway, a communication architecture is required to
manage the overall system. To this aim we propose an
event driven communication architecture (EDA) [15]. EDA
is a well known software pattern; events and their production, detection, consumption of, and reaction are the core
of such applications. It is usually applied as a synchronization method among loosely coupled software components
and services. It could be used also in tightly coupled architecture in a distributed-shared memory paradigm. An eventdriven system typically consists of agents (event generators)
and sinks (event consumers). Sinks have the responsibility
of applying a reaction as soon as an event is raised by an
agent. The event based communication paradigm is used in
a wide range of applications and it regulates the behavior
and the interactions among items in nature as well.
Chandy et. al. in [16] report definitions and some issues
for the development of event-driven systems. Using the proposed terminology, we describe the developed surveillance
framework.
Events.
Our architecture follows the “sense-andrespond” schema. The set of input cameras, together with
low level processing units, are the sensing parts inside our
“universe”. Then, the other processing modules usually operate as processing agents and responders at the same time,
depending on their function and their role. Each time a
processing module detects a significant state change in the
analyzed data it will generate an event. In particular, the
tracking modules will generate events such as NewTrack,
TrackExits, TrackUpdate, and so on. Higher level modules can operate as a responders since they will capture
events from lower level modules, and can perform processing tasks and to generate their own events. For example,
people detectors will be triggered by NewTrack, and TrackUpdate events, generating PersonDetected events whenever

a person is found. This event is then an input for face detection modules: each time they receive such an event they
perform face detection on the person appearance, and generates events such as FaceDetected. Some modules, such as
the annotation modules, operates as responders only. Many
events are obtained by combining other base events or my
means of temporal processing. Thus we can consider them
as Complex Events and our architecture as a Complex Event
Processing (CEP) [15].
Information flow. The connections between modules
are fully configurable, allowing each module to subscribe
to events of any other module. In particular, two different
connection types are created. Directly from the work flow
of traditional video surveillance applications a tree structure
can be created. Starting from the video sources as leaves up
to the global application as root, each module has a specific
parent, which is automatically subscribed to its children’s
events. This structure follows the “has-a” component relations. In addition to the default parent, other modules can
subscribe to a particular agent’s events. For example, the
annotation module collects events coming from different
sources, also from components belonging to other branches
of the tree. In Fig. 2 the network of event subscriptions
is depicted. Continuous arrows represent the parental tree,
while dashed ones indicate additional subscriptions.
Modes of Interaction between Components. Three
Modes of Interaction between Components have been defined: Schedule, Pull, Push [16]. Our framework exploits
all of them:
- Schedule: the normal activity of the framework is regulated by a heart-beat clock which trigger the normal processing activity of each module. For example, each SCP
modules performs the object detection and tracking steps,
other modules may update internal counters only, and so
on; during these “normal” activities each module can detect
state changes and accordingly generates events.
- Push: the flow of events, instead, follows the Push interaction, since they arise when the source module detects a
state change and want to propagate it to responsible listeners.
- Pull: specially for optimization reasons, not all the state
changes are propagated by means of events; thus, sometimes some modules need to sample the state of other modules, applying a push interaction.

4. A SOA-EDA research platform
The proposed paradigms and techniques have been integrated in a C++ video surveillance Library. In addition to
base classes for image processing, motion detection, object
tracking, as well as video source management, video output,
and graphical interface, the library supports the definition
of isolated services as well as an event driven orchestration
among services. In Fig. 1 a schema of the overall frame-

Figure 2. Event Flow for a three-camera system, with two of them overlapping: continuous arrows represent the parental tree, while dashed
ones indicate additional subscriptions.

work is reported. In this section a brief description of each
implemented service is given, with particular emphasis on
the three-layer tracking system, which is the core service of
each surveillance application.

4.1. The three tracking layers
In this section a summary description of the implemented three tracking layers (namely, the SCP, the MCP,
and the DCP layer) is given.
SCP - Single Camera Tracking. In this layer, we assume that the models of the target objects and their motion are unknown, so as to achieve maximum application
independence. In the absence of any a priori knowledge
about target and environment, the most widely adopted approach for moving object detection with fixed camera is
based on background subtraction [17, 18]. It is well known
that background subtraction carries two problems: the first
is that the model should reflect the real background as accurately as possible, to allow the system accurate shape detection of moving objects. The second problem is that the
background model should immediately reflect sudden scene
changes such as the start or stop of objects, so as to allow
detection of only the actual moving objects with high reactivity (the “transient background” case). If the background
model is neither accurate nor reactive, background subtraction causes the detection of false objects, often referred to
as “ghosts” [17]. In addition, moving object segmentation
with background suppression is affected by the problem of
shadows. Indeed, we would like the moving object detection to not classify shadows as belonging to foreground objects, since the appearance and geometrical properties of
the object can be distorted and delocalized, which in turn
affects many subsequent tasks. Moreover, the probability
of object under-segmentation (where more than one object
is detected as a single object) increases due to connectivity
via shadows between different objects. We implemented in
our framework the Statistical And Knowledge-Based ObjecT detection algorithm, called Sakbot, proposed by Prati
et al. in [19]. Sakbot exploits statistics and knowledge of

the segmented objects to improve both background modeling and moving object detection and integrates an effective
shadow removal algorithm. A background model based on
Mixture of Gaussians [18] has been implemented and can
be selected in the place of Sakbot. Inside each SCP, we
implemented and integrated some different tracking algorithms. Among them, we included the appearance-based
tracking algorithm proposed in [6], which is characterized
by some peculiarities that makes it particularly suitable for
video surveillance applications. In Fig. 3 we have collected
some snapshots of the system output, proving that the SCP
tracking allows to correctly manage mutual occlusions and
foremost object recognition. Finally, since the low level
processing is model free, it can be used to track vehicles
or other objects too, such as the van in the distance in Fig.
3 (c).
MCP - Multi-camera tracking. As previously defined
in section 2.1, the multi-camera engine is devoted to control a cluster of overlapping cameras, performing a consistent labeling task over the sets of single camera tracks. To
this aim, we implemented the approach proposed in [10]
which belongs to the class of geometry-based techniques.
Each time a new track is detected in one camera C i in the
overlapping area, its support point is projected in the other
cameras C j by means of homography transformations look-
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Figure 3. Qualitative results of the implemented SCP tracking on
PETS2009 dataset.

ing for corresponding tracks. The match is then reinforced
by means of epipolar constraints in a Bayesian framework.
DSP - Distributed camera tracking. Let us suppose to
have a wide space monitored by a set of non overlapping
fixed cameras (or non overlapping multiple camera systems). If the fields of view of the cameras are close enough,
it is plausible that a person exiting a camera field of view
will soon appear on the field of view of a neighbor camera. Moreover, if the illumination conditions and the camera type are not so different, a person will generate similar
color histograms on different views. To obtain a distributed
consistent labeling, we are interested on comparing two different MTracks in order to detect if they belong to the same
moving object. Let us introduce the global Compatibility
Score between two tracks, i.e., a value which indicates if
the two tracks can be effectively generated by the same real
object. Compatibility Score is defined in a negative way: a
good Compatibility Score does not mean that the two objects are the same, but that nothing has been detected to say
they are not. Temporal, geometrical, and appearance constraints are both considered. For example, we can state that
two tracks are not related to the same person if they appear
at the same time on different non overlapping cameras, or
if they appear in two different cameras but the time delay
is not enough to cover the distance; similarly, differences
detected on clothes colors, or the real height, decreases the
Compatibility Score.
We modeled the Compatibility Score by means of two
terms. One is based on color histogram and the other one
on the mutual camera positioning. To this aim we exploit
computer graphics techniques as proposed in [20]: interactions between different scenes and the movements of avatars
are usually managed with graph models by the computer
graphic and virtual reality communities. All the possible
avatar positions (or rooms) are represented by nodes and
the connecting arcs refers to allowed paths. The sequence
of visited nodes is called pathnodes. A weight can be associated to each arc in order to give some measures on it,
such as the duration, the likelihood to be chosen with respect to other paths, and so on. We empirically set the arc
weights, but a learning phase can be established to automatically compute them.
According with the allowed paths, the overall area can
be divided into three region types: A. Visible regions, corresponding to camera’s fields of view; B. Non visible regions,
i.e., transition areas between two or more visible regions;
C. Forbidden or exit regions. In particular we are interested
to identify the boundaries of these regions. People inside
visible regions can be detected and tracked by the corresponding single camera system; once they exit that region
to enter in a non visible region, they will likely appear again
in another visible region. The weight associated to each
arc is considered for the Compatibility Score computation.

People exiting the overall scene are no more considered by
the system, and their Compatibility Score with subsequent
tracks are null.

4.2. High level surveillance services
The tracking module is only part of a complete surveillance system. Other items should be added in order to automatically extract useful information and events. For example, we have focused our activity to people surveillance,
which calls for tasks such as face detection and recognition,
posture and behavior classification, event detection, and so
on. These high level modules are not directly included in the
different layers of the tracking system, but are kept independent. In Fig. 1 a schema of the framework is reported and
in Table 1 the main services implemented in the prototype
are described. In the table, some of the input events (which
trigger the module execution on the specified data) and the
output events (which indicate the service outputs) are indicated. In Fig. 4 some of the main people surveillance services are illustrated together with the most important events
which trigger the service activities. The framework also integrates the OpenCV library, allowing the development of
services based on already implemented functionalities such
as face detection. Finally, the proposed framework is also
enriched with a unpretentious graphical interface, which allows to monitor the output of each service as well as intermediate results exploiting the same event driven communication architecture. The application is realized as an MDI
framework and the services are dynamically added at runtime. A comprehensive preference windows lets to control
all the system thresholds and parameters. Fig. 5 shows
a snapshot of the working framework; on the left, inspection windows for the intermediate and final output of the
services; on the right, the thresholds and parameters dialog
window.

Figure 5. A snapshot of the graphical user interface

Figure 4. Main services and synchronization events of a typical people surveillance applications
Service
People
Classifier
Face detector

Description
Input Events
Output Events
The HoG based people classifier [21] was implemented as a service to detect NewTrack,
PersonDetected,
people among the set of tracks, whenever they appear in the scene
TrackUpdate
PersonUpdate
We integrated in the framework two different face detectors: the well known NewTrack, Per- FaceDetected
Viola&Jones of the OpenCV library and the face detection library by Kienzle sonDetected
et al. [22]
Posture
The frame-by-frame posture of each person can be classified by means of the PersonDetected, PersonePosture,
Classifier
visual appearance. The implemented posture classification is based on pro- PersonUpdate
PostureChange
jection histograms and select the most likely posture among Standing, Sitting,
Crouching and Laying Down [23]
Appearance
The action in progress is detected using features extracted from the appearance PersonDetected, PeopleAction
based action data. Walking, waving, pointing are some examples of the considered actions. PersonUpdate,
recognition
Two different approaches have been selected and implemented: the first is PostureChange,
based on Hidden Markov Models [24] and the second on action signature [25]
TrajectoryPeople trajectories (i.e., frame by frame positions of the monitored tracks) em- PersonUpdate,
PeopleAction
based action bed information about the people behavior; in particular they can be used to TrackUpdate
recognition
detect abnormal paths which can be related to suspicious events. A trajectory classifier has been implemented in our system following the algorithm
described in [26]
Smoke
The smoke detection algorithm proposed in [27] has been selected. The color NewTrack
SmokeDetected
detector
properties of the object are analyzed accordingly to a smoke reference color
model to detect if color changes in the scene are due to a natural variation or
not. The input image is then divided in blocks of fixed sized and each block is
evaluated separately. Finally a Bayesian approach detect whether a foreground
object is smoke
Video
We integrated the MOSES (MObile Streaming for vidEo Surveillance) stream- NewFrame
Streaming
ing system proposed by Gualdi et al. [28], that supports video streaming in different conditions, aiming at low-latency transmission over limited-bandwidth
networks. Additionally, the video stream is provided with a sufficient quality to be correctly analyzed by both human-based or computer-based video
surveillance layers.
Table 1. List of the main surveillance services implemented in the framework; for each service, the main input and output events are listed

5. Conclusions and future work
In the paper, a complete surveillance framework for research purposes is described. The main novelties are a three
layer tracking architecture which allows the implementation of single, multi and/or distributed camera systems. The
plethora of high level surveillance modules have been structured as a set of services, integrated in the same system
by means of an event driven communication model. The
surveillance services, the visual interface and the event infrastructure have been implemented in a C++ library, which
supports a lot of different applications. A graphical interface for the configuration and the generation of specific applications at run-time is under construction.

The framework is currently under development and improvement within the project THIS, with the support of the
Prevention, Preparedness and Consequence Management of
Terrorism and other Security-related Risks Programme European Commission - Directorate-General Justice, Freedom
and Security.
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